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JUBILEE—  TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF BRITISH IMPERIALISM — JUBILEE

"The British  Government is the purest form of the 
Executive Committee of the Bourggoisie"-Lenin

The fact that republicanism plays no part in the :British  

working-class movement today is conclusive J hat th?e
a n d  nobility have no independent role in British  bourgeois society 
but are inextricably bound up with the ruling  bourgeoisie. The 
absence of republicanism is a salute to the fact that the British

workers understand that the fa ll  of the bo1^ 'S * ol? ie<s®®^® 
the rfoyal authority. "The royal authority is weak, so long th 
instrument of bourgeois domination is the bourgeois Parliament, 
j S l X S  E  the bourgeoisie has no need of extra-parliamentary methods 
of action. But in case of neeM he bourgeoisie can make use of the 
roval authority with great success, as the concentration point for 
a ll  the extra-parliamentary, that is to say, the real^forces directe 
against the working class . The British  bourgeoisie it s e l f ,  when in 
a similar position, knew perfectly the danger of even the most 
fictitious  monarchy. Thus, in 1837 the British  G ov er^ent  abolished 

Great the title  of Mogul in In d ia ,  expelling its bearer from
sacred city of Delhi, despite the fact that that t itle  had become a 

p ^ e l *  nominal one by that time. For the British

£  stood that given certain conditions the *ogal  iB r it ish
the struggle of the Indian upper classes against the British

sovereignty ." (Trotsky)

The English bourggoisie came to grips with its old feuda^ Monarchy 
& aristocracy in the middle of the 17th century, that is ,  a century and 

a half before the great French Revolution and almost two centuries 
before the rest of Europe. Cromwell was a great bourgeois revolution
ary who *9.1 d not ahTilnlr f'T»om nnything in the struggle to maintain the 
interests of the new bourgeois social structure against the old 
aristocratic structure. He carried a book of psalms in one hand 
and the axe of revolution in the other. But he reliedoon the axe 

k because it was more convincing.
' + o (L

As early as the forties of the 17th century, during the reign of 
Charles I ,  it was proved that the House of Commons was three times 
more wealthy than the House of Lords. But Parliament, based as it vas 
on the most fantastic of electoral laws, could not express and defend 
the interests of the bourgeoisie. Parliament created an army for its 
defence and then capitulated to this army, the Puritan army of 
Cromwell, because it expressed the nee^s of the revolution more 
boldly, more logically , and more decisively than Parliament.

Beneath the cloud of clerical disputes, the conflicts between 
A glicans , Presbyterians,Puritans , and Levellers , went on the social 
self-determination of classes, their realignment on new bourgeois 
bases. Cromwell's task consisted in giving the most shattering tolows 
possible to the absolute monarchy, the Qourt nobility , and their 
semi-Catholic Church, Under Cromwell's guidance the revolution 
acquired the impetus necessary for such blows and when the struggle 
threatened to develop >eyond the limits imposed by the needs of 
bourgeois society, ruthlessly dealt with the Levellers.

It  was Cromwell who laid  down the road for the political  develop
ment of Britain  for the next two centuries. In  revenge for the 
execution of Charles I by Cromwell, Sfczlxxx Charles I I  hung Cromwell's 
body on a gibbet. B^t no Restoration could. T%surrect pre-CromweIlian 
society. Cromwell's work could not be lXt|01a al6»^r b y  the rapacious 
legislntion of the Restoration. It  was impossible to y i n l h l  with 
a pen what had been written with an axe.

Under the leadership of the bourgeoisie Britain  marched with seven 
league boots. Her industries grew without competition from anyone,



her colonial empire ^rew, she became the unchallenged "workshop of

TB*X3EK3iX$li^«IIK]BI3miMXIliiX]ETSliynX¥HT16¥liiTil5lEyY It was this start over the 
rest of the world that gave Britain world supremacy for decades just 
as it was this start that assured for her a ^peaceful” development.

The only serious clash between the triumphant bourgeoisie and the 
child of its own creation, the proletariat, from Cromwell’ s time to 

X  . 1 came in the 1840TS, the Chartist movement. For the British 
/ ^Vworking class, the Chartist movement is immortal. Here in the space 

of ten years was compressed the whole g .̂mut of proletarian struggle,- 
v JjT  from petitions in Parliament to armed insurrection. The revolutionary 
A slogans and methods are the"rea 1 revolutionary tradition of the Brit

ish workers. The workers of Britain must ssee in Chartism not only 
their past but , above all, their future.

As a result of Britains unchallenged position, her unriv&lled 
exploitation of the whole world, her monopoly of the world market, 
and her monopoly of colonies, the British bourgeoisie was able to 
corrupt a large section of the British proletatiat. A section of the 
proletariat became bourgeois, and a section permitted itself to be led 
by people who were bought by the bourgeoisie. The piling bourgeoisie 
ensured the ,,peaceful,, exploitation of their workers by sharing with 

^  them the super-profits gained by exploiting the whole world.

The Beep sleep of gxszgxx the British workers,from 185O tf>,1910, 
the opportunism of the workers movement, the painful and slow emergence 
of a workers political party, all this can be directly traced to the 
imperialistic features of British capitalism, the vast colonial 
possessions and the monopolist position in the world market.

In 1858 Engels wrote to Marx that;" The British working class is 
actuallji becoming more and more bourgeois, so that this most bourgeois 
of all nations is apparently aiming ultimately at the possession of 
a bourgeois aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariat as well as a 
bourgeoisie. Of course, this is to a certain extent justifiable for 
a nation which is exploiting the whole world."

Almost a quarter of a century later Engels wrote,"You ask me what 
the English workers think of colonial policy? Exactly the same as they 
think about politics in general, the same as what the bourgeois think. 
There is no working class party here, there are only Conservatives and 
Liberals, and the workers merrily devour with them the fruits of the 

^  British colonial monopoly and of the British monopoly of the world 
market."

But Britain could not forever remain in this favourable position 
of undisputed supremacy; younger rivals appeared on the scene and 
there began s titanic struggle for world supremacy. In 185O France 
took her place as an industrial nation and in 1870 * most threatening 
of all, the young anitt vigorous German capitalism xixxksti xtaik
sixikjBJ? marched into the room and demanded the right to exploit others, 
demanded a place at the imperialist feasting-board.

The very factors that had assured Britains supremacy, her heai xiMfc; 
starts her free trade policy, her colonial monopoly, now changed into 
factors that glndcred her in her struggle with her rivals. These 
factors that had assured Britain's supremacy now changed into factors 
that slowed up her development and made her lose her place.

|r U  A , C N V  ^
4 British finance capital was invested in the British colonies througi 

out the world, in South America, in Canada, in China, and in Africa 
■because there it could gain tremdendous profits and super-profits. 
Instead of being invested in Britain itself where it would continually 
renew and rationalise British industry, British finance capital was 
attracted to the more profitable backward areas of the 3r»xi&x globe.
On the other hand, German finance capital, coming late into the siragg 
struggle for colonies, was concentrated within Germany, in German 
industry, and there built up the most powerful Industrial nation that 
the world had ever seen. Wksxx&Bxxanax Naturally, it was only a matter 
of time before German capitalism was forced into a struggle with 
British imperialism for a redivision of the world.



Germany entered this struggle confident that her enormous industrial 
superiority over Britain guaranteed her victory.

For Britain, the period of great expansion by colonial conquest* 
falls between the years i8 6 0  to 1 8 8 0  with the last twenty £ears of 
the 1 9 th century also of great importance. But for Germany and i'rance 
the period of great expansion falls precisely in these last twenty 
years, 1 8 8 0 -1 8 9 9 * We see then that it is precisely following the 
"boom" in colonial annexation that the struggle for the territorial 
division of the world becomes extraordinarily keen.

For Britain the last quarter of the 1 9 th century was a period of 
partial stagnation, a period in which the ratecof expansion and 
exploitation was checked and slowed up by her rivals. If  in 1 8 9 2  
Germany produced 4,900,000 tons of pig iron to Britain's 6,800,000 tons, 
by 1912 Germany had produced 17,600 ,000 tons and Britain only 
9.000,000 tons. Germany had an overwhelming superiority over Britain 
in this respect. The disparity between GermanyTs development of 
production and accumulation of capital on the one side and Britains 
hold on the world's markets and colonies on the other side in4x 
inevitably led to war.

The start of the 20th century witnessed the completion of the 
partition of the world. Germany looked on with hungry e#es as Britain 
grabbed the Transvaal and the Rhod' tmily

The changing position of Britain in world capitalism was reflected 
internally by the changes in the British labour movement. As Britain’ s 
monopoly was broken by Germany,France.America, and Japan, the economic 
basis of the narrow,petty-bourgeois trafle unions anfl liberalism among 
the British workers was undermined. The ranks of the aristocracy of 
labour, that is, the skilled factory workers who had isolated them
selves from the mass of the proletariat in close,selfish craft unions 
and it® who in politics supported the liberals, now became penetrated 
with socialism in spite of the rank opportunism of their "intellectual" 
leaders, the English near-socialists, the Fabians. A militant (Left- 

y^ing arose.

George V ascended the throne on the eve of great class battles in 
Britain. The British proletariat had awakened. In 1 9 1 1  the railway 
workers struck; in 1 9 1  2 the miners struck; in 1 9 1 3  the Irish transport 
workers, lsd by the remarkable Jim Larkin struck and engaged in a 
veritable civil war with their exploiters. The workers of Britain had 
found a new path.

At the same time the great imperialist robbers were lining up and 
preparing themselves for the coming slaughter.

1914 saw them lined up.

On one side stood Great Britain, the strongest colonial empire, 
her fifty millions of population exploiting the four hundred millions 
of her colonies, in the front rank so far as wealth was concerned, 
her four or five giants banks entangling the whole world
by thousands of threads and exploiting millions. On the other side 
stood Germany, arriving at the capitalist feasting-board when all the 
places had been taken, more predatory, more pitatical, and introduc
ing into the struggle new methods of capitalist production,improved 
technique, incomparable organisation.

When the blood had sunk into the earth, British imperialism found 
itself triumphant over German, - but at what price1.

The whole capitalist system was shown to be rotting. In Russia 
the workers and peasants led by the Bolshevik Party, by Lenin and 
Trotsky, took power, chased out the Eiurxa?i*xjLBi±±±i decrepit nobility 
and corrupt bourgeoisie and established the first workers’ state.
All over Europe the workers rose, in Germany, in Austria, in Hungary, 
in Italy, and only the most frantic efforts of Britain, U .S .A . .France, 
and Japan prevented the whole filthy and disgusting capitalist system 
from destruction fxsnixiJius at the hands of the tortured and enraged 
masses. British imperialism had conquered, - but at what price?

of greatof great imperialist robbers with



The U .S .A . had entered the war as a debtor to England. At the end 
o f ’the war the U .S .A . alone of all the powers proved to have an 
absolutely independent financial position. The debtor of 1914 became 
the creditor of the whole world, in 1 918. England found herself in 
the position of a debtor to the extent of more than England
found herself with a depreciated currency, two millions unemployed 
workers, and a permanent esonomic depression. World power had crossed 
the Atlantic.

Before the war England was the freest country in the world. There 
was freedom in England because there was no revolutionary movement.
But the war changed everything. In a country where for decades there 
was not a single instance of interference with the workers' press, 
a strict censorship was established, and English prisons became 
crowded with socialists. If  tbr centuries the capitalists of 
England were able to rule without the use of force within England, 
now, becauseof the growing revolutionary movement, they must depend 
more and imre upon repression, upon "National” Governments, upon 
incitement to Disaffection Acts. The workers of England are seeing for 
the first time that face of British imperialism that has always been 
turned upon the masses tin the colonies.

symptomatic
AL The uneasy note underlying the Jubilee jollifications is i x p i t  of
W  the general insecurity of British imperialism. Great Britain is slipp- 

ing. She is challenged openly by the U .S .A . and covertly on all sides.
^'"/■|Due to the degeneration of the S»ai±xi:*x» Communist International, the 

opportunist policy of Stalinism, the Communist Party has not been 
able to gather around its banner the masses which are instinctively 
seeking a way out of the horrors of capitalism. Nor will the impotent 
and still-born Communist Party of Great Britain ever succeed in giving 
the revolutionary lead to the masses of Great Britain. This is the task 
of the New International and of its British Section, The time is 
running short, the revolutionaries of the world are faced with gigan
tic tasks and tomorrow will be faced with still greater ones. New 
parties, REAL communist parties, must be built up throughout the world.

We cannot wait for our brothers in England, no more than they can 
wait forusWe must build here and they will build there. Each of us to
ou'T tasks. __ ____

^
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